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This invention relates to improvements in ma 
terial for belting and other uses; and the _inven` 
tion has reference, more particularly, to av novel 
construction of metallic fabric formed from vimit 
ted wire, ' ` . 

The invention has for an object to provide a 
strong, flexible and non-stretching metallic fabric 
formed from knitted wire, said .fabric being  
yadapted to serve various uses', and being-especial 
ly well adapted for the production of metallic 
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belting from which endless belts of any .desired 1 
width and length maybe produced; such belting 
being adapted to provide belts suitablefor .many 
purposes, such e. g. as conveyor belts, screening 
belts, Fourdrinier beltsl for paper making ma 
chinery. and belts for general use. 
'_ Otherobjects of this invention, not at this 
time _more particularly enumerated, will be` un-î 
derstood- from the following detailed description' 
of the same. , . l 

Illustrative embodiments of this invention are 
shown in the accompanying drawing, in which: 

F18. 1 is a face view of ai tubular knitmetallic 
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hereinafter described. will providey a belting or 
other material of desired predetermined width'. 
Inasmuch as the circular knitting machinery is 
adapted to produce any desired continuous length 
of tubular knitba'sefabric III, it follows that 
there is no limit to the length of belting or lother 
material possible to be-made. ' . 

.The tubular base fabric It comprises the usual 
interknit or interlinked open loops H, which may 
be selectively varied as to size by adjustment or 
selection of knitting machinery uponwhich said 
base fabric is produced. ` , 
A suitable length of base fabric Il having been 

produced, the same 'is removed from the knit 
ting` machinery, and thereupon processed to form f 
it into the ultimate flexible andnon-stretching 

v , belting or other material. To this end, the length 
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base fabric from which the novel belting or 
material for other purposes is produced; Fig. 2'is 
a face view of the4 base fabric after it has been 
processed to produce the .novel belting or other 
materialaccording to this invention; and Fig. 3 
is' a transverse sectional view-of the belting or 
other material, taken on line 3-3 in Fig. 2, but 
drawn on an enlarged scale. 
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Fig'. 4 is a fragmentary longitudinal sectional . 
view of a double ply metallic belting made from 
the material shown in Figs. 2 and 3; and Fig. 5 

~'is a fragmentary longitudinal sectional view of a_ 
single ply metallic belting according to thisiifif. 

` vention. ' \ ' ` ' 

Similar characters of reference are _employed 
in the above'described view's,"t`o indicate'v corre 

~ spending parts. ' 

l .'I'he novel fabric of this invention is produced 
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" lateral contraction with the added .effect of like- . ' 

of base fabric Il is subjected. by suitabielagen 
'°cies, to a longitudinal stretching; Such stretching 
is continued to the point, or preferably somewhat 
beyond the point, ofthe elastic limit of the fabric. 
The result of such stretching necessarily both 
lengthens and narrows the fabric, but the pri 
mary objectv thereof is to elongatethe inter-knit;l I 
or interlinked loops Ii thereof in such manner 
as to bring the wire strands forming the legs] t2 - 
of the saine into lateral abutment one upon an, 
other at points closely adjacent to the inter 
linked bights il of _said loopsiwhereby the loop 
straddling and loop embraced wire strands con 
tinuously abut throughout the ̀ width of the fab 
rio body. By thus bringing the legs I2 of adja 
cent loops into such mutual abutment. the loops 
are caused '_to mutually interbrace each other 
laterally, thus reducing the fabric to the limit of 

' wise limiting‘ any further elongation or longi 
 tudinal expansion of the loops. .In this manner 
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from knitted wire òf selectedgauge laccording to ' 
' the requirements of the particular usejwhich a 

. _given belt or other ultimate product produced 

a knittedemetallic fabric of fixed width and ` 
length, free from tendency to stretch, yield _or 
otherwise deforin either löngitudinally or later-_ 
ally is obtained, while at the same time, owing to _ 
the' interlinking of the 'bights i3 of the loops, a 
degree of hinging or *pivotal action between lon 
gitudinally adioiningloobs is retained. suilicient 

, ' ‘to assure lm'iiziti'idinal“flexibilityv of the' fabric. 

therefrom is to serve; i. e. the b _ fabric may be 
k'nitted from ñne, medium-o co wire as maîy 

'be best suited to la given p _ f_o'r which a belt or other product produced therefrom-is 'to be 

Illustrative ol'~ one method of«producing the 
novel-belting or other'material, wire of suitable 
`izauge is knitted Yinto a comparatively-,loose knit 
tubular base fabric .il by suitable circular Imit~l ` 
ting machinery adapted to produce a' ¿diameter 
thereof which.. when .ñatteneri and processed as 5^ 

The fabric resulting' from the 4described proces 
vsinir‘wi‘ll not only 'be sumciently flexible for belt 
inc and like purposes necessitating flexibility, but 
.will also\withstand very considerable stress in the 
direction of its length. which is likewisea neces 
sary characteristic of'beltlngfmaterial. _ ' 
When the processed fabric is used for belting, 

>emiiess .heus of anyaesired .iengin‘?na width 
within reason may'fbe readily produced therefrom, 



nanically coup _ 

2 accesso .. _ y 

v combination of loose knitting with subsequent the meeting ends of' which may be operatively 
joined by b , welding or by otherwise mech 

the same.' 'Ehe novel belting 
thus provided, being of metallic material, will be 
sturdy and long wearing. Furthermore, owing to 
its interstitial or open mesh character, by reason 
of the symmetrically disposed openings Il pro 
vided between the legs I1 ot the interlinked loops. 
composing the same, the belting is admirably 
`adapted _for use' in conveyer belts, especially 
where a non-dust collecting belt surface is de 
sired; and, for the same reason, is also ’well-v 

loop stretching by agencies incorporated in the 
i knitting machinery per se. 
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adapted-to provide belts of screening character ‘ 
in cases-where a belt of screening or filtering 
function is required. lIn the latter class of belts 
are ̀ lì‘ourdrinier aprons or belts for paper making 
machines, and the processed knitted fabric of this 
invention is well adapted to serve in such con 
nection, in which case the fabric would be knitted 
from very fine wire, and would be used with the 
loop bight side thereof . at its underside. 
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When the belting fabric is made from'flattened Y 
_' tubular knit base> fabric, the belting or .other~ 
material produced therefrom is of two-ply char 
acter, which rendersthe same exceedingly strong 
and durable. However, thenprocessed fabric or 
iinished b'elting or other material may likewise 
be produced in a’ single ply form, as indicated in 
Fig. 5, and, in such case, the base fabric may be 
of nat or warp knit character in single ply, or 
a tubular knit base fabric may be split and the 
raw edges suitably secured against raveling; such 
single ply base fabrics being processed by 
stretching in suitable 'manner and by suitable 
agencies to and preferably somewhat beyond the 
limit of its longitudinal elasticity. 

l While the use of the novel knitted fabric for 
belting has been emphasized, it willr be obvious 
that there aremany other uses tokwhich the 
saine may be put wherein the requirement is for 
a `flexible and non-stretching metallic fabric 
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Having now described my invention. what I 
claim is: 

1. A metsme fabric for the purposes described y 
comprising, 4a body of knitted wire wherein the 
>knitted loops thereof have been stretched length 
wise to theirJ .elastic ‘limit to provide the same 
with straight taut legs disposed in lateral abut 
ment oneupon another at points closely adjacent 
to the interlinked bights of longitudinally con- » 
nected loops, whereby thev loop straddling and 
loop embraced wire strands are disposed in con- ' 
tinuous and laterally aligned abutment through 
out the width of the fabric body so as to limit 
both lateral contractionand longitudinal stretch 
of the fäbric. y ' 

2. A metallic fabric for the purposes described 
comprising, a body of initially loosely knitted 

' wire, Awhich body has been stretched lengthwise 
to its elastic linut, and wherein the knitted loops 
thereof have‘their legs permanently disposed in 
lateral abutment one upon another at points 
closely adjacent to the interlinked bights of 
longitudinally connected’loops so that the loop , 
straddling and loop embraced wire strandscon-~ 
tinuously abut throughout the width of the body 
to limit both lateral contraction and longitu 
dinal stretch of the latter. 

3. A flattened tubular body of initially loosely 
' knitted wire, which body has` been stretched 
lengthwise to its elastic limit, and wherein the 

llnterlin'ked bights of transverse rows of the 
35 
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sheet or strip, >and especially a' sheet or strip ‘ 
of interstitial or mesh characteristic.' 
Although it isv believed that the preferable 

method of producing the novel'belting or other 
material is Iby stretching a loose knit base fabric 
vin the manner above set forth, -it is neverthe 
less recognized that the same. may possibly be 
produced by a direct knitting operation) or by a 
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knitted loops thereof have their sides in mutually 
abutting relation so as to ‘interbraceeach other 
laterally throughout the width of the body, _to 
therebyÁ limit both lateral contraction and lon 
gitudinal stretch of the latter. ‘ 

4. A flattened tubular body‘ of initially loosely 
knitted` wire, which body has been 'stretched 
lengthwise to „its elastic limit ‘whereby the knitted 
loops thereof have their legs disposed in lateral 
abutment vtine upon`~ another at points closely 
adjacent to the interlinked bightsvof longitudi 
nally adjoining~ loops and throughout the width 
of the body, '-to thereby limit both lateral con. 
traction and longitudinal stretch of said body. 

' ~ RALF L. HARTWELL. 


